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Abstract Trajectory compression is widely used in spatial-temporal databases as it can notably reduce (i) the computation/communication load of clients
(GPS-enabled mobile devices) and (ii) the storage cost of servers. Compared
with original trajectories, compressed trajectories have clear advantages in data processing, transmitting, storing, etc. In this paper, we investigate a novel
problem of searching the Path Nearest Neighbor based on Compressed Trajectories (PNN-CT query). This type of query is conducted on compressed
trajectories and the target is to retrieve the PNN with the highest probability
(lossy compression leads to the uncertainty), which can bring significant benefits to users in many popular applications such as trip planning. To answer
the PNN-CT query effectively and efficiently, a two-phase solution is proposed.
First, we use the meta-data and sample points to specify a tight search range.
The key of this phase is that the number of data objects/trajectory segments
to be processed or decompressed should be kept as small as possible. Our efficiency study reveals that the candidate sets created are tight. Second, we
propose a reconstruction algorithm based on probabilistic models to account
for the uncertainty when decompressing the trajectory segments in the candidate set. Furthermore, an effective combination strategy is adopted to find
the PNN with the highest probability. The complexity analysis shows that
our solution has strong advantages over existing methods. The efficiency of
the proposed PNN-CT query processing is verified by extensive experiments
based on real and synthetic trajectory data in road networks.
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1 Introduction
Path Nearest Neighbor (PNN) Query [8, 26, 36] is a well defined problem in
spatial databases, which is designed to find the closest data object to the
specified path. Different from traditional Nearest Neighbor (NN) query [13,
24], PNN is a globally optimal choice for the nearest neighbor to a given path.
We noticed that travelers in many situations cannot specify a preferred path,
especially in an unfamiliar region, for example, when traveling overseas. In this
situation, consulting the travel history (i.e., trajectories) of other people as
reference is a sensible choice and is getting more and more popular along with
the development of online LBS (Location Based Services). We assume that
a traveler has already selected a trajectory shared by others in route-sharing
web sites 1 as the preferred path and wants to know the nearest facility (e.g.,
supermarket, post office, etc.) relative to the route he/she will travel.
In practice, most of the existing trajectory data are uploaded and stored
in compressed format. Compared with the original trajectories, compressed
trajectories have clear advantages in data processing, transmitting, storing,
etc. [20]. However, apart from the existing challenge created by the large number of data objects, compressed trajectory data present new challenges to the
original PNN query [8]. First, due to the lossy compression, uncertainty must
be taken into account in the trajectory decompression models and query processing algorithms. The impact of probabilistic and uncertain data, especially
uncertain trajectories, has been extensively investigated in many recent studies [33, 34, 27, 32, 22, 37]. Second, to reconstruct the original trajectory, the full
decompression process may prevent the query from being answered promptly,
due to its intolerable time and storage cost. In this work, we investigate the
problem of how to find the PNN based on compressed trajectories (PNN-CT
Query) effectively and efficiently. A series of novel algorithms are proposed
and the complexity analysis shows that our solution has strong advantages
over existing methods.
Ideally, a trajectory compression method should notably reduce (i) the
computation/communication load of clients (GPS-enabled mobile devices),
and (ii) the storage cost of servers. Despite the bulk of trajectory compression
literature [10, 19, 4, 3, 16, 7], no solution fulfills both requirements, except the
linear prediction model based trajectory compression [30, 21, 14, 25, 31, 17]. Linear prediction models assume that the moving object follows linear movements,
and introduce little computation and storage overhead. On the client-side, it
1 Bikely (http://www.bikely.com/)
GPS-Waypoints (http://www.gps-waypoints.net/)
Share My Routes (http://www.sharemyroutes.com/)
Microsoft GeoLife (http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/
projects/geolife/)
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Fig. 1 Linear Prediction Model based Trajectory Compression

is not necessary to record and upload each point in the trajectory unless it
breaches the constraint set by the prediction model. On the server-side, since
the whole trajectory is compressed into a set of sample points, the pressure of
storage is elevated notably.
Each trajectory compression algorithm requires a system specified error
bound δ. For δ = 0, the compression is lossless. Otherwise, it is a lossy compression process. In general, a larger error bound will lead to a better compression ratio, but more information will be lost in the compression process, which
will result in a higher level of uncertainty when decompressing the trajectory.
Consequently, the path connecting the two adjacent sample points is usually
not unique. A straightforward method is to reconstruct a deterministic trajectory (e.g., via interpolation), and then solve the problem in a deterministic
manner. However, this solution is insufficient, as it considers only a single (e.g.,
the most optimistic) scenario, which may be infeasible in practice. Motivated
by these observations, in this paper, we explicitly incorporate uncertainty into
trajectories on road networks and propose a novel probabilistic PNN queries.
An example of the linear prediction model based trajectory compression is
demonstrated in Figure 1. Initially, a moving object is at the source s1 , and its
current time-stamp, speed and heading are also recorded as the meta-data of
s1 . Then, based on the heading vector and error bound, a rectangular moving
range is defined. At point s2 , the moving object leaves the predefined moving
range, and s2 needs to be recorded with the updated meta-data. Similarly,
points s3 , s4 and s5 are recorded and s5 is the destination. Hence, a trajectory is
compressed into a series of sample points {s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 , s5 } with a set of metadata. Consequently, given a compressed trajectory, our target is to reconstruct
all possible trajectories connecting s1 and s5 and find the PNN with the highest
probability among data objects o1 , o2 , o3 , o4 .
An intuitive approach to solving PNN-CT query is to fully reconstruct all
possible trajectories connecting the source and destination, and perform the
PNN query [8] on the decompressed trajectories. It is not practical for two
reasons. First, due to the lossy compression, there may exist several possible
sub-paths within the same trajectory segment. Suppose n is the number of
vertices in each segment (rectangle), k is the number of trajectory segments,
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and m is the number of possible sub-paths in one segment. The complexity of
the decompression process is O(kn2 + mk ), which can become very time consuming for moderate data sets. Second, there are mk reconstructed trajectories
and the original PNN query [8] needs to be performed mk times. Obviously,
the corresponding time and space cost may easily prevent the PNN-CT query
from being answered promptly. Note that, in this situation, the original PNN
query is inadequate to specify a tight candidate set for either data objects or
trajectory segments, due to its loose upper/lower bound.
To process the PNN-CT query effectively and efficiently, a two-phase solution is proposed. First, we use the sample points and the corresponding
meta-data to specify a tight searching range. Here, the network expansion
method [9] and branch-and-bound strategy are adopted. In this phase, most
of the data objects and trajectory segments can be pruned. The efficiency
study reveals that the candidate sets created are tight. Second, we propose
a reconstruction algorithm based on probabilistic models to account for the
uncertainty when decompressing the remaining trajectory segments. The proposed probabilistic model is logically sound and all possible trajectories are
taken into account with each of them assigned a corresponding probability.
Furthermore, an effective combination strategy is adopted to find the PNN
with the highest probability and the complexity analysis shows that our solution has strong advantages over existing methods. Note that the proposed
scheme represents a general paradigm for handling compressed trajectory data
and is independent of the specific underlying probabilistic model. To sum up,
the major contributions of this paper are:
– A novel type of query to find the Path Nearest Neighbor based on Compressed Trajectories (PNN-CT). It provides new features for advanced spatial information systems, and benefits users in many popular applications
such as trip planning.
– A probabilistic model to evaluate the uncertainty when decompressing the
trajectory segments and an efficient method for trajectory decompression.
– A two-phase algorithm to answer the PNN-CT query effectively and efficiently. The efficiency study reveals that the candidate sets created are
tight and the complexity analysis shows that our solution has strong advantages over existing methods.
– Extensive experiments on real and synthetic trajectory data to investigate
the performance of the proposed approaches.
Note that in this work we are dealing with paths(routes) and spatial distance, and using the meta-data (e.g., time-stamp, maximum speed and heading
vector) only in the path reconstruction and pruning procedures.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
trajectory compression and decompression models used in this paper as well
as problem definitions. The PNN-CT query processing is described in Section
3, which is followed by the experimental results in Section 4. This paper is
concluded in Section 6 after some discussions on related work in Section 5.
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2 Preliminaries
2.1 Road Networks
In this work, road networks are modeled as connected and undirected graphs
G(V, E), where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. A weight
can be assigned to each edge to represent its length. Given two locations a
and b in road networks, the network distance between them is the length of
their shortest network path, i.e. a sequence of edges linking a and b where the
accumulated weight is minimal. The data objects are distributed along roads.
If a data object is not located at a road intersection, we treat the data object
as a vertex and further divide the edge it lies on into two edges. Thus, we
assume that all data objects are in vertices for the sake of clarity. Note that
in this work, the data objects are static.

2.2 Trajectory Compression
The linear prediction model [30, 21, 14, 25, 31] is adopted in this work, which
can notably reduce (i) the computation/communication load of clients (GPSenabled mobile devices) and (ii) the storage cost of servers. In practice, the
compression error bound (deviation threshold) δ is specified by the system. A
larger error bound often leads to a better compression ratio but more information will be lost in the compression process. If the moving object m deviates
from the predicted path over the error bound, its current position needs to
be recorded with some meta-data, such as its current time-stamp t, maximum
speed v, heading vector hv , etc. The vertices between two adjacent sample
points are ignored. Hence, the trajectory is compressed into a series of sample
points and a set of corresponding meta-data.
Definition: Deviation Distance
−
→
Given a moving object m, a sample point s and a heading vector hv , the
deviation distance of m is
Deviation(m) = dE (m, s) × |sin(θ)|

(1)

−−−→
−
→
where θ is the intersection angle between hv and (s, m), dE (m, s) is the Euclidean distance between m and s.
Definition: Moving Object Prediction Model P M
−
→
Given a moving object m, a source (or a sample point) s, a heading vector hv
and an error bound δ, we assume that the deviation distance of m is always
less than δ. Otherwise, the current position of m needs to be recorded with its
current time-stamp t, speed v and heading vector hv .
An example is described in Figure 2. Suppose an object m is moving from
source s with initial heading vector hv . m1 , m2 are the possible positions of
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data object m at time t1 , t2 respectively. δ is the error bound specified by the
system. The deviation distance of m1 is dE (s, m1 )×|sin(θ1 )| < δ, thus it is not
necessary to record m1 . By contrast, Deviation(m2 ) = dE (s, m2 )×|sin(θ2 )| >
δ, and the data point m2 should be recorded with the corresponding timestamp t2 , speed v2 and heading vector hv2 .
Definition: Compressed Trajectory
A compressed trajectory CT in a road network G is a finite sequence of positions: CT = s1 , s2 , ..., sn , where si is the sample point in G, for i = 1, 2, ..., n.
Each sample point has a set of meta-data, including time-stamp t, speed v and
heading vector hv .
The sample points obtained from GPS devices are typically of the form
of (longitude, latitude, time − stamp). How to map the (longitude, latitude)
pair onto the digital map of a given road network is an interesting research
problem itself but outside the scope of this paper. In this work, we assume
that all sample points have already been aligned to the vertices on the road
network by some map-matching algorithms [2, 6, 12, 35].

2.3 Trajectory Segment Decompression
Given a compressed trajectory segment Tseg (si , sj ) connecting two adjacent
sample points si , sj , it is difficult to find the exact path P (si , sj ) between
si , sj due to the compression loss. Here, we propose a probabilistic model to
evaluate the uncertainty of the object’s moving path. All possibilities have
been considered and each of them is assigned a corresponding probability. We
assume that the object m moves randomly between si and sj , but its moving
range is constraint by three conditions.
– First, P (si , sj ) should not be over the constraint range of rectangle R,
where R is the rectangle defined by sample points si , sj , heading vector
hv and error bound δ. Otherwise, there must exist another sample point
between si , sj .
– Second, the minimum moving time between si , sj is constrained by (tj −ti ),
where ti , tj are time-stamps of si , sj respectively.
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– Third, there is no loop in P (si , sj ), which means one point can not appear
twice in one path.
The length of path P = {n1 , ..., nk } is defined as the sum of weights of all
edges in P , that is
Length(P (n1 , ...nk )) =

k−1
X

(weight(ni , ni+1 ))

(2)

i=1

The minimum moving time of path P = {n1 , ..., nk } is defined as follows:
T ime(P (n1 , ...nk )) =

k−1
X

(weight(ni , ni+1 )/v(ni , ni1 ))

(3)

i=1

where v(ni , ni1 ) is the maximum moving speed along the edge (ni , ni+1 ). Obviously, T ime(P (n1 , ...nk )) should be no grater than (tk − t1 ).
And the probability of P = {n1 , ..., nk } is defined as the product of each
edges’ probability.
P rob(P (n1 , ...nk )) =

k−1
Y

(P rob(ni , ni+1 ))

(4)

i=1

Equation 2 & 4 are also applicable when combining sub-paths from different
trajectory segments to create a full path P (s, d) = {P1 , P2 , ..., Pk } connecting
the source s and the destination d.
Algorithm 1: Trajectory Decompression
Data: Adjacent sample points si , sj
Result: P athlist(si , sj )
1 T D F unction(si )
2 for each vertex n ∈ si .adjacentList do
3
if n ∈
/ R then
4
Continue;
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

if n ∈ path(si ).vertex then
Continue;
if path(si ).time + sd(si , n)/v(si , n) > tj − ti then
Continue;
path(n).vertex ← path(si ).vertex ∪ n;
path(n).time ← path(si ).time + sd(si , n)/v(si , n);
path(n).prob ← path(si ).prob/si .validN eighbors.size;
if n = sj then
P athlist.add(path(n));
path(n).clear();
Continue;
T D F unction(n);
path(n).clear();
return;
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In general, all valid sub-paths in trajectory segment Tseg (si , sj ) can be
retrieved according to Algorithm 1. Suppose si , sj are two adjacent sample
points and T D F unction(si ) is a recursive function, which conducts a depthfirst transversal of all possible sub-paths. Initially, all adjacent vertices of si
will be visited iteratively (line 2). For each adjacent vertex n, we check whether
it conflicts three conditions: n should be contained by rectangle R (line 3-4),
n should not appear twice in the same path (line 5-6) and the traveling time
of the path should not be greater than (tj − ti ) (line 7-8). If n satisfies all
three conditions, the information of path(n) is recorded, including its vertices,
distance and probability (line 9-11). Once the destination sj is reached, one
valid sub-path is found and stored in P athlist(si , sj ) (line 12-15). Otherwise,
a new recursive function based on n will be conducted (line 16).
In Figure 3 we give an example of trajectory segment decompression. s1 , s2
are the adjacent sample points, and n1 , n2 , ..., n8 are vertices in the road network and o1 , o2 are data objects. Each road segment is specified a weight to
represent its network distance. The maximum moving speed along each edge
is 1 and the moving time between s1 , s2 is (t2 − t1 ) = 30, where t1 , t2 are the
time-stamps of s1 , s2 respectively.
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It is easy to find that there are three sub-paths P1 , P2 , P3 which satisfy all
three conditions stated above. For P1 = {s1 , n1 , n2 , n4 , n5 , s2 }, according to
Equation 3, it is easy to compute T ime(P1 ) = 6/1+3/1+7/1+3/1+8/1 = 27.
Compared with the moving time computation, the computation of probability
is more complex. The first edge of P1 is (s1 , n1 ) and its probability is 11 . Since
we assume the moving object moves randomly, at the intersection n1 , the
moving object m has four choices: {s1 , n2 , n3 , n5 } for the next step. However,
vertex s1 is invalid in this case as a loop < s1 , n1 , s1 > will be formed. As a
result, the rest three vertices share the same probability 13 . Next, at intersection
n2 , n4 holds 11 probability to be the next point as o1 is out of the range
and n1 will form a loop. Following the procedure, the probability of P1 can
be computed based on Equation 4. That is P rob(P1 ) = 11 × 13 × 11 × 12 ×
1
1
3 = 18 . Similarly, we can compute the moving time and probability of P2 =
{s1 , n1 , n5 , s2 } and P3 = {s1 , n1 , n3 , n6 , n5 , s2 }. P2 has the moving time 21 and
1
. P3 has the moving time 27 and the probability
the probability 11 × 31 × 14 = 12
1
1
1
1
1
1
×
×
×
×
=
.
1
3
1
1
3
9
Since all other paths are invalid and pruned, the probabilities of P1 , P2 , P3
need to be normalized according to Equation 5.
P robN (Pi ) = Pk

P rob(Pi )

i=1 (P rob(Pi ))

(5)

where P robN (Pi ) is the normalized probability of Pi . Consequently, P robN (P1 ) =
1/18
1/12
1/9
2
1
4
1/4 = 9 , P robN (P2 ) = 1/4 = 3 and P robN (P3 ) = 1/4 = 9 . At this stage, the
trajectory segment Tseg (si , sj ) is decompressed into three possible sub-paths
P1 , P2 , P3 and the probability for each of them is also available.

2.4 Probabilistic Path Nearest Neighbor
Given any two locations a, b in road networks, the shortest network path between them is denoted as SP (a, b) and the length of SP (a, b) is denoted as
sd(a, b). Given a trajectory Traj and a data object o in road networks, the
minimum detour distance dD (o, Traj ) of data object o from Traj is defined as
dD (o, Traj ) = min {sd(o, ni )},
ni ∈Traj

(6)

Definition: Path Nearest Neighbor
Given a trajectory Traj and a set of data object O, the path nearest neighbor
(PNN) of Traj is the data object o ∈ O with the minimum dD (o, Traj ), such
that dD (o, Traj ) ≤ dD (o0 , Traj ), ∀o0 ∈ {O − o}.
Definition: Probabilistic Path Nearest Neighbor
Given a path P and its PNN o, o holds the same probability as P , that is
P rob(o) = P robN (P ). At the meantime, if o is the PNN of multiple paths
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P1 , P2 , ..., Pn , the probability of o is
P rob(o) =

n
X

P robN (Pi )

(7)

i=1

As shown in Figure 3, it is easy to find that the PNN of P1 is data object o1 , and dD (o1 , P1 ) = 3. For sub-path P2 , its PNN is data object o2 and
dD (o2 , P2 ) = 5. Sub-path P3 ’s PNN is also data object o2 and dD (o2 , P3 ) = 2.
As computed in Section 2.3, the normalized probability of sub-path P1 is 29 ,
and o1 takes probability P rob(o1 ) = 29 to be the PNN of trajectory segment
Tseg (s1 , s2 ). In the meantime, data object o2 is the PNN of both P2 and P3 ,
thus o2 holds the probability P rob(o2 ) = P robN (P2 ) + P robN (P3 ) = 97 to be
the PNN of Tseg (s1 , s2 ). Therefore, data object o2 is the PNN with the highest
probability to the compressed trajectory segment Tseg (s1 , s2 ).

2.5 Problem Definition
Definition: Compressed Trajectory based Path Nearest Neighbor
Query (PNN-CT)
Given a compressed trajectory CT , a set of data object O, a moving object
prediction model P M and the meta-data (time-stamp t, maximum speed v
and heading vector hv ) of each sample point s ∈ CT , Compressed Trajectory
based Path Nearest Neighbor Query (PNN-CT) finds the data object o with
the highest probability to be the Path Nearest Neighbor (PNN) of CT , such
that P rob(o) ≥ P rob(o0 ), ∀o0 ∈ {O − o}.

3 PNN-CT Query Processing
Intuitively, the Compressed Trajectory based Path Nearest Neighbor (PNNCT) query can be solved by decompressing all trajectory segments and preform
a traditional PNN query processing [8] on all possible paths. However, in order
to reconstruct the paths connecting the source and the destination, the valid
sub-paths in each trajectory segment must be connected sequentially with
those in the neighboring segments. The number of all possible paths may be
extremely large, which prevents the query from being answered promptly. To
overcome this weakness and solve the PNN-CT query effectively and efficiently,
a two-phase solution is proposed. In the first phase, we use the meta-data and
sample points to specify a tight search range (Section 3.1). The efficiency study
reveals that the candidate sets for both data objects and trajectory segments
are tight (Section 3.2). The second phase introduces the probabilistic PNN
query processing based on an effective combination strategy (Section 3.3).
The complexity analysis shows that our solution has strong advantages over
existing methods (Section 3.4).
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3.1 Identifying Candidates
Given a compressed trajectory CT , a set of data objects O, a moving object
prediction model P M and the meta-data (time-stamp t, maximum speed v
and heading vector hv ) for each sample point s ∈ CT , we try to specify a
tight search range based on sample points and meta-data. In our approach, we
estimate the minimum detour distance of a data object o from the compressed
trajectory CT by a pair of lower bound o.lb and upper bound o.ub.
Consider the schematic example demonstrated in Figure 4. There is a compressed trajectory CT connecting a source s and a destination d, while si , sj
are two adjacent sample points and o, o1 , o2 are data objects. n is a vertex on
the compressed trajectory segment Tseg (si , sj ) (i.e., n is on a possible path
connecting si and sj ). An upper bound of the minimum detour distance from
o to CT is given by:
o.ub = min{sd(o, si ), sd(o, sj )}

(8)

This upper bound can be further tightened and a global optimal upper bound
is proposed, which will be discussed later in this section. Next, we estimate
the lower bound of o based on the triangular inequality of shortest path. The
triangular inequality in road networks can be represented as:

sd(v1 , v2 ) + sd(v1 , v3 ) ≥ sd(v2 , v3 )
sd(v1 , v2 ) − sd(v1 , v3 ) ≤ sd(v2 , v3 )
where sd(v1 , v2 ) indicates the shortest path distance between two vertices v1
and v2 . In Figure 4, suppose (o, n) is the minimum detour from data object o
to the trajectory segment Tseg (si , sj ). According to the triangular inequality
introduced above, we have:

sd(o, n) ≥ sd(o, si ) − sd(si , n)
sd(o, n) ≥ sd(o, sj ) − sd(sj , n)
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sd(o, si ) + sd(o, sj ) − sd(si , n) − sd(sj , n)
2
Then, we adopt d(si , n) to denote the network distance between si and n along
the trajectory segment Tseg (si , sj ) (not necessarily a network shortest path).
Based on the definition of shortest path, it is easy to find that d(si , n) ≥
sd(si , n) and d(n, sj ) ≥ sd(n, sj ). Thus, d(si , sj ) = d(si , n) + d(n, sj ) ≥
sd(si , n) + sd(n, sj ) and we can use d(si , sj ) to replace sd(si , n) + sd(n, sj )
in the equation:
=⇒ sd(o, n) ≥

sd(o, n) ≥

sd(o, si ) + sd(o, sj ) − d(si , sj )
2

The length of Tseg (si , sj ) is difficulty to retrieve since Tseg (si , sj ) is uncertain.
Here, we use the time-stamps ti , tj and the maximum speed v between si , sj to
estimate d(si , sj ). These data are stored as meta-data with each sample point.
Consequently, we can compute the maximum moving distance between si , sj
as v × (tj − ti ). Intuitively, v × (tj − ti ) ≥ d(si , sj ). Thus, the lower bound of
data object o is represented as
o.lb =

sd(o, si ) + sd(o, sj ) − v × (tj − ti )
2

(9)

Now we expect to identify the candidates from data objects set O based
on the upper/lower bound introduced above. Any data object o whose lower
bound is greater than any other data object’s upper bound will be pruned. For
trajectory segment Tseg (si , sj ), if the shortest path distances from o to si , sj
are known, the candidature of o can be determined. Here, Dijkstra’s expansion
[9] is adopted to select the data object candidates. From each sample point s ∈
CT , a browsing wavefront is expanded in Dijkstra’s algorithm. Conceptually,
the browsed region is restricted as a circle as shown in Figure 4, where the
radius is the shortest network distance from the center s to the browsing
wavefront, denoted as rs .
Among all data objects scanned by the expansion wave, we define a global
upper bound U B as
U B = min {o.ub}
∀o∈Os

Sk+1
where Os is the set of all scanned data objects, Os = i=1 Oi and (k + 1)
is the number of sample points. An example is demonstrated in Figure 4,
where o, o2 ∈ Os and o1 ∈
/ Os . An efficiency study in Section 3.2 reveals
that U B is tight. The expansion of browsing wavefront will be stopped once
rsi +rsj −v×(tj −ti )
is greater than U B, where rsi (rsj ) is the radius of the cor2
responding browsed region. It can be proved that the data objects outside the
browsed region cannot have shortest network distance to Tseg (si , sj ) less than
U B, and can be pruned safely (e.g., o1 ).
Lemma 1: For any data object o outside the browsed region, we have o.lb >
U B and o can be pruned safely.
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Proof: As shown in Figure 4, since the Dijkstra’s algorithm always chooses the
vertex with the smallest distance label for expansion, we have sd(o1 , si ) > rsi
r +r −v×(t −t )
and sd(o1 , sj ) > rsj . The browsing wavefront stops when si sj 2 j i >
U B, and we have:
o1 .lb =

sd(o1 , si ) + sd(o1 , sj ) − v × (tj − ti )
> UB
2

Therefore, the data objects outside the browsed region can be pruned safely.
The candidates to the ith trajectory segment Tseg (si , sj ) are:
Ci = {o|

sd(o, si ) + sd(o, sj ) − v × (tj − ti )
≤ U B, o ∈ O}
2

(10)

For some candidates in Ci , the network distances to both si and sj are
known and for other candidates only the network distance to either si or sj is
known when the browsing wavefronts stop expanding. For example, in Figure 4,
only the network distance from o2 to si is known. If network distances to si , sj
are known, o2 may not be a candidate according to Equation 10. Therefore,
we further continue the network expansion until all candidates in Ci have their
lower bounds determined and invalid data objects will be pruned from Ci .
To further tighten the candidate set Ci , a new lower bound of the minimum detour distance based on Euclidean distance is proposed. In the prediction model introduced in Section 2.2, the compressed trajectory segment
Tseg (si , sj ) is represented by a rectangle R, and R is defined by adjacent sample points si , sj , heading-vector hv and error bound δ. Suppose that n is the
closest vertex to data object o in Tseg (si , sj ). The relationship between n and
rectangle R can be expressed as follow:

n ∈ Tseg (si , sj )
=⇒ n ∈ R
Tseg (si , sj ) ⊂ R
Therefore, for any data object o, the lower bound of its minimum detour
distance sd(o, n) can be estimated by
o.lb = dE (o, R)

(11)

where dE (o, R) is the Euclidean distance between data object o and rectangle R. If data object o is out of the rectangle R, as shown in Figure 5, the
rectangle R is mapped into a two-dimensional coordinate system. The position of data object o is described by its coordinates (o.x, o.y). l(si , v3 ) and
l(o, v4 ) are two perpendicular straight lines and their intersection point is
vp
1 . The Euclidean distance between o and R is dE (o, v2 ) = dE (o, v1 ) − δ =
(o.x − v1 .x)2 + (o.y − v1 .y)2 − δ, when o is out of R. On the other hand, if
o ∈ R, we define that dE (o, R) = 0.
p
(o.x − v1 .x)2 + (o.y − v1 .y)2 − δ (o ∈
/ R)
dE (o, R) =
0 (o ∈ R)
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Fig. 5 Detour Distance Lower Bound

Different from Equation 9, o.lb = dE (o, R) is the lower bound estimated by
Euclidean distance. To further tighten the candidate set Ci , the greater one
sd(o,si )+sd(o,sj )−v×(tj −ti )
and dE (o, R) is chosen as the lower bound
between
2
of data object o. In Section 3.2, we prove that this lower bound is tight.
sd(o, si ) + sd(o, sj ) − v × (tj − ti )
, dE (o, R)}
(12)
2
Then, based on Equation 12, every data object in Ci will be checked whether
its lower bound o.lb is greater than U B, as shown in Algorithm 2.
o.lb = max{

Algorithm 2: Tighten Lower Bound
1
2
3
4

for each data object o ∈ Ci do
sd(o,si )+sd(o,sj )−v×(tj −ti )
o.lb = max{
, dE (o, R)};
2
if o.lb > U B then
remove o from Ci ;

Sometimes we may have an empty Ci , which means there is no PNN candidate to the ith compressed trajectory segment Tseg (si , sj ). Therefore, in the
following search, it is not necessary to decompress Tseg (si , sj ) if Ci = 0. Here,
we use T to denote the set of compressed trajectory segments whose data
object candidate set is not empty.
To identify the complete data object candidate set to the whole compressed
trajectory CT , the candidates to the individual trajectory segments are combined. Since one data object may be candidate to more than one trajectory
segments, such duplicate candidates are merged and purged. The complete
candidates to CT is
k
[
C = {o|o ∈
Ci }
(13)
i=1

where k is the number of trajectory segments in CT .
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3.2 Efficiency Study
Theorem 1: U B = min{o.ub}, o ∈ Os is the tight upper bound among all
data objects in O, e.g., any data object in O − Os must not have upper bound
less than U B.
Proof : As shown in Figure 4, o is within the browsed region and o1 is out
of the browsed region. According to the definition, U B = min∀oi ∈Os {oi .ub} ≤
o.ub. Since the search process based on Dijkstra’s algorithm always chooses
the vertex with the smallest distance label value for expansion, it is easy to
find that:

sd(o1 , si ) > sd(o, si )
=⇒ o1 .ub > o.ub ≥ U B
sd(o1 , sj ) > sd(o, sj )
Therefore, U B is the tight upper bound among all data objects in O.
Theorem 2: For any data object o ∈ O, its lower bound of the minimum
detour distance is tight.
Proof : The trajectory segment Tseg (si , sj ) is represented by a rectangle R,
which is defined by sample points si , sj , heading vector hv and error bound δ.
The width of R is 2δ. If δ = 0 (means the compression is lossless), the rectangle
will degenerate to a straight line. It is just the exact path between two adjacent
sample points. As shown in Figure 6, Tseg (si , sj ) is the straight line connecting
si and sj . Straight line P (o, n) is the minimum detour from Tseg (si , sj ) to
data object o, and P (o, n) is perpendicular to Tseg (si , sj ). In this context, the
minimum detour distance of o is dD (o, Tseg (si , sj )) = dE (o, n) = dE (o, R).
From Equation 9, we can get
dD (o, Tseg (si , sj )) ≥

sd(o, si ) + sd(o, sj ) − v × (tj − ti )
2

sd(o, si ) + sd(o, sj ) − v × (tj − ti )
2
⇒ dE (o, R) = o.lb ⇒ dD (o, Tseg (si , sj )) = o.lb

⇒ dE (o, R) ≥
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If there exists another lower bound greater than o.lb, in this case, it must
be greater than dD (o, Tseg (si , sj )), which conflicts with the definition of the
sd(o,si )+sd(o,sj )−v×(tj −ti )
lower bound. Therefore, max {
, dE (o, R)} is the tight
2
lower bound for data object o.
The candidature of a data object is determined by whether its lower bound
is greater than the global upper bound U B. In this section, we prove that
the lower bound and upper bound we proposed are tight for a compressed
trajectory. Therefore, the candidate sets specified by this upper/lower bound
are tight.

3.3 Probabilistic PNN Query Processing
Now, we have two candidate sets: a data object set C and a trajectory segment set T . In this section, we present the algorithms based on an effective
combination strategy (including step 2 & 3 as follows) to find the PNN with
the highest probability. Given candidate sets C and T , the probabilistic PNN
query processing takes three steps.
1. Each trajectory segment in T is decompressed into several sub-paths according to Algorithm 1;
2. For each sub-path, find its local PNN and compute the corresponding minimum detour distance;
3. Combine sub-paths and corresponding local PNNs to find the global PNN
with the highest probability.
In the first step, we decompress the trajectory segments in T according to
Algorithm 1. Then, each segment Tseg (si , sj ) ∈ T is transformed into several
sub-paths stored in P athlist(si , sj ) and each sub-path holds a corresponding
probability. Here, we define a new relationship between trajectory segment
and sub-paths:
P ∈ P athlist(si , sj ) ⇒ P ∈ Tseg (si , sj )
For each sub-path P , its minimum detour distance to the closest data
object is denoted as P.minDetour. Suppose that path P (s, d) is composed of
a series of sub-paths {P1 , P2 , ..., Pk }, the PNN of P (s, d) can be represented
as:
P (s, t).minDetour = min {Pi .minDetour}
(14)
∀Pi ∈P

In the second step, we compute the minimum detour distance of each data
object o ∈ C, and the local PNN for each sub-path is found. ∀o ∈ C, its lower
bound of the minimum detour distance is computed based on Equation 12
and the one with the minimum lower bound is selected in each time, since
candidates with smaller lower bounds are more likely to be the solution, and
should be processed first.
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An example is demonstrated in Figure 7, where trajectory segment Tseg (si , sj )
has been decompressed into two sub-paths P1 , P2 connecting sample points
s1 , s2 . By expanding a browsing wavefront from candidate o according to the
Dijkstra’s algorithm, n1 is the first vertex in P1 which has the minimum value
among all vertices in the wavefront, i.e. wavefront will expand next from n1 to
the adjacent vertices of n1 . Similarly, n2 is the closest vertex to o in P2 . The
expansion of browsing wavefront stops when all sub-paths in any one trajectory segments are all reached by the browsing wavefront.

Lemma 2: Given a candidate o, if all sub-paths in a trajectory segment
Tseg (si , sj ) have been reached, the expansion process can be stopped.

Proof: As demonstrated in Figure 7, the expansion of browsing wavefront stops when P1 , P2 ∈ Tseg (si , sj ) are both reached. Consequently, we have
the minimum detour distance from o to sub-paths dD (o, P1 ) = sd(o, n1 ),
dD (o, P2 ) = sd(o, n2 ), and an expansion radius o.r = max{dD (o, P1 ), dD (o, P2 )}.
If the browsing wavefront continues to expand and reaches another sub-path
P3 ∈
/ Tseg (si , sj ), then we have dD (o, P3 ) > o.r. If P3 ’s PNN is o, P3 .minDetour =
dD (o, P3 ). According to Equation 14, dD (o, P3 ) can not be better than dD (o, P1 )
or dD (o, P2 ) to be the global minimum detour. Therefore, the expansion process can be stopped when P1 , P2 are both reached.

After that, for all unprocessed data objects in C, if its lower bound is
greater than o.r, it will be pruned from C based on the similar reason stated
in Lemma 2. Consequently, the local PNN for each sub-path P ∈ Tseg (si , sj )
can be identified as Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3: Local PNN Computation

6

while C 6= null do
select o with the minimum o.lb from C;
calculate the minimum detour distance of o;
for each data object oi ∈ C do
if oi .lb ≥ o.r then
remove oi from C;

7

Integrate computation results to find the local PNNs;

1
2
3
4
5

In the third step, we combine all the local PNNs to find the global PNN
with the highest probability. As described in Figure 8, there are two trajectory
segments Tseg (s1 , s2 ) and Tseg (s2 , s3 ). After decompression, we have sub-paths
P1 , P2 ∈ Tseg (s1 , s2 ) and each of them takes 50% probability. In the meantime,
sub-paths P3 , P4 ∈ Tseg (s2 , s3 ) and each of them takes 50% probability. Data
objects o1 , o2 , o3 , o4 are local PNNs to paths P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 respectively. To
find the global PNN with the highest probability, an intuitive method is to
test all possible combinations of all sub-paths. For example, path {P1 , P3 }
holds 50% × 50% = 25% probability and its PNN is o1 . Path {P1 , P4 } holds
50% × 50% = 25% probability and its PNN is o1 . Path {P2 , P3 } holds 50% ×
50% = 25% probability and its PNN is o2 . Path {P2 , P4 } holds 50% × 50% =
25% probability and its PNN is o2 . Therefore, o1 has 50% probability to be
the global PNN, so as o2 .
Obviously, this approach can be very time consuming as we have to test all
possible combinations. Suppose that there are k trajectory segments and each
one is decompressed into m sub-paths. The complexity of the combining process is mk , which prevents the query from being answered promptly. Here, we
propose a novel method to optimize this process. For each trajectory segment
Tseg (si , sj ) ∈ T , we define the upper/ lower bound for the minimum detour
distance as follows.
Tseg (si , sj ).ub =

max

{P.minDetour}

∀P ∈Tseg (si ,sj )
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Tseg (si , sj ).lb =

min

∀P ∈Tseg (si ,sj )
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{P.minDetour}

Lemma 3: If there exists A ⊆ T , satisfying
∀Tseg (si , sj ) ∈ A, ∀Tseg (se , sh ) ∈ T − A
Tseg (si , sj ).ub ≤ Tseg (se , sh ).lb
there is no need to test combinations in T − A, i.e. we only need to test the
combinations of trajectory segments in A.
Proof: Since Tseg (si , sj ) ∈ A and Tseg (sg , sh ) ∈ T −A, we have Tseg (si , sj ).ub <
Tseg (se , sh ).lb. For any sub-path Px ∈ Tseg (si , sj ) and Py ∈ Tseg (sg , sh ), we
have Px .minDetour ≤ Py .minDetour. Since the global PNN computation is
based on Equation 14, the local PNN of Py can not be better than the local
PNN of Px to be the global PNN. Therefore, we only need to consider combining trajectory segments in subset A.
An example is demonstrated in Figure 8. Since Tseg (s1 , s2 ).ub = 3 <
Tseg (s2 , s3 ).lb = 4, there is no need to test sub-paths in Tseg (s2 , s3 ). For
Tseg (s1 , s2 ), data object o1 takes 50% probability to be the global PNN, so as
o2 . This outcome is the same as the result by testing all possible combinations.
Algorithm 4: Sub-paths combination
1
2
3
4
5

while T 6= null do
select Tseg with the minimum Tseg .ub from T and put into A;
if A.maxU B ≤ T.minLB then
test all possible combinations in A;
break;

The combination procedure is introduced in Algorithm 4. We select the trajectory segment with the minimum upper bound from T and put it into A
(line 2). If the maximum upper bound in A is no greater than the minimum
lower bound in T , subset A is found and then we only need to test all possible
combinations of sub-paths in A (line 3-5).

3.4 Complexity Analysis
Suppose data objects are uniformly distributed in road networks and the sample points in trajectories are uniformly distributed as well. We now analyze
the complexity of PNN-CT query by estimating the cost in each searching
phase. In the first phase, the network browsing is performed from each sample
point to identify the candidate sets (data object candidate set C and trajectory segment set T ). In a specified road network G(V, E), the corresponding
complexity is O((k + 1)(V lg(V ) + E)) where (k + 1) is the number of sample
points (while k is the number of trajectory segments). The second searching
phase includes three steps: (1) we decompress each trajectory segment in T .
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The complexity is O(an2 ) where a is the size of T and n is the number of
vertices in each segment (rectangle); (2) we calculate the minimum detour
distance of each data object in C, and the complexity is O(b(V lg(V ) + E))
where b is the size of data object candidate set C; (3) we select a sub-set A
from T and test all possible combinations of A. The complexity is O(mc ),
where m is the number of possible paths in one trajectory segment and c is
the size of A. Consequently, the complexity of PNN-CT query is
O((k + 1 + b)(V lg(V ) + E) + an2 + mc )

(15)

An intuitive approach to solving PNN-CT query is to decompress all trajectory segments, and then perform the PNN query on all possible trajectories.
It is a simple extension of PNN query and we use EPNN to denote this query
process. The complexity of EPNN is
O((2 + bp )mk (V lg(V ) + E) + kn2 + mk )

(16)

where bp is the data object candidates specified by the original PNN query.
Through comparing Equation 15 and Equation 16, we have ((2 + bp )mk ) >>
(k + b1 + 1) and k ≥ a and k ≥ c. Thus, the complexity of EPNN is much
higher than the complexity of PNN-CT.
Now we analyze the optimization of each searching phase in PNN-CT.
In the first phase, when the tight upper/lower bound was not in use, the bidirection network expansion of PNN was applied instead. Here, we use (v1 (t2 −
t1 ) + v2 (t3 − t2 ) + ... + vk (tk+1 − tk )) = 2r to estimate the distance of the whole
trajectory. Consequently, the complexity is
O((2 + bp )(V lg(V ) + E) + kn2 + mk )

(17)
2

Suppose the density of data object is ρ, and we have b2 = 2ρπr and b =
(k + 1)ρπ(r/k)2 . Thus,
2 + b2 = 2 + 2ρπr2 = ρπr2 (2 +

2
)
ρπr2

k+1 k+1
+
)
k2
ρπr2
Compared with the number of data objects, k is a very small value and k <<
ρπr2 . Thus, we have:
k + 1 + b = k + 1 + (k + 1)ρπ(r/k)2 = ρπr2 (

(2 +

2
k+1 k+1
)≥( 2 +
) ⇒ (2 + b2 ) ≥ (k + 1 + b)
2
ρπr
k
ρπr2

By comparing Equation 15 and Equation 17, it is clear that the upper/lower
bound reduces the complexity notably.
In the second phase, when the effective combination strategy is not in use,
all possible combinations in T are tested and the minimum detour distance
for all possible paths should be computed. The complexity is
O((k + 1 + bma )(V lg(V ) + E) + an2 + mc )

(18)
a

By comparing Equation 15 and Equation 18, we have (k+1+bm ) > (k+1+b)
and the proposed combination strategy reduces the complexity notably.
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Table 1 Parameter Setting
Density of data objects ρ
The number of trajectory segments k
Compression
error
bound δ

BRN
5%-30% (default 10%)
1-10 (default 6)

ORN
5%-30% (default 10%)
1-10 (default 6)

50-300 (default 50)

100-350 (default 100)

4 Experiments
In this section, we conducted extensive experiments on real spatial data-sets
to demonstrate the efficiency of PNN-CT query. The two data sets used in our
experiments were Beijing Road Network (BRN) 2 and Oldenburg City Road
Network (ORN)3 , which contain 28,342 vertices and 6,105 vertices respectively,
stored as adjacency lists. In BRN, we adopted the real trajectory data collected
by the MOIR project [18]. In ORN, the synthetic trajectory data were used. All
algorithms were implemented in Java and tested on a Windows platform with
Intel Core2 CPU (2.13GHz) and 1GB memory. Data objects were generated
on the networks uniformly with densities from 5% to 30%,
density =

the number of data objects
the number of vertices in the network

(19)

In our experiments, the networks resided in memory when running Dijkstra’s
algorithm as the storage memory occupied by BRN/ORN was less than 1MB,
which is trivial for most hand-held devices in nowadays. All experiment results
were averaged over 20 independent testes with different query inputs. The
main performance metric was CPU time and the parameter settings are listed
in table 1.
By default, the density of data objects was 10%, and the number of trajectory segments k was 6 in both BRN and ORN. In the meantime, the compression error bound was set to 50 (≈ 0.35 km) for BRN, and 100 (≈ 0.35 km) for
ORN. To the best of our knowledge, no existing method in literature has been
proposed to address the PNN-CT query investigated in this work. For the purpose of comparison, an algorithm based on the Path Nearest Neighbor (PNN)
query [8] was also implemented (referred to as EPNN). In this algorithm, all
trajectory segments were decompressed initially. Then, the PNN query was
conducted on each possible path connecting the source and the destination.

4.1 Effect of Data Object Density
First of all, we investigated the effect of data object density on the performance
of PNN-CT and EPNN with the default settings. Intuitively, the higher the
2
3

http://www.iscas.ac.cn/
www.cs.fsu.edu/ lifeifei/SpatialDataset.htm
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Fig. 9 Effect of Data Object Density

density of data objects, the smaller the required search range. In Figure 9(b),
the CPU time of EPNN decreases while the density increases. However, in large
data set, the higher data object densities may lead to more candidates to be
processed, which may offset the time saved by the smaller search ranges. For
example, in Figure 9(a), the CPU time of EPNN increases with the density.
For PNN-CT, the higher data object density may result in more trajectory
segments to be decompressed. Thus in both Figure 9(a) and Figure 9(b), the
CPU times of PNN-CT increase slowly with the density. Nevertheless, the
CPU time required by EPNN was two orders of magnitude higher than that
of PNN-CT.

4.2 Effect of the Number of Compressed Trajectory Segments k
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Figure 10 shows the performance of PNN-CT and EPNN when the number
of trajectory segments varies. Since longer trajectories cause more data objects
to be processed, the CPU time is expected to be higher for both PNN-CT and
EPNN. However, the CPU time of EPNN increases much faster than PNNCT for two reasons. The first is due to the much larger number of candidates
(data objects to be checked and trajectory segments to be decompressed) by
using bi-direction network expansion method in EPNN, and the second is that
EPNN has to process all possible combinations since no combination strategy
is adopted. For instance, when k is equal to 10, PNN-CT outperforms EPNN
by almost three orders of magnitude. Note that this result demonstrates the
importance of smart selection of candidates and the necessity of an effective
combination strategy.

4.3 Effect of Prediction Model Error Bound δ
Figure 11 shows the effect of error bound δ on the query time of PNN-CT
and EPNN. In general, a larger error bound will lead to a greater level of
uncertainty when decompressing, and more sub-paths to be considered. In
both BRN and ORN, the CPU-time of EPNN increases exponentially, while
the time cost of PNN-CT only rises slightly due to the proposed effective
combination strategy.
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Fig. 11 Effect of Prediction Model Error Bound δ

4.4 Effect of the Upper/Lower Bound of the Minimum Detour Distance
This experiment tests the effect of the proposed tight upper/lower bound of
the minimum detour distance (Section 3.1) on the performance of PNN-CT.
These bounds are used to prune candidates (both data objects and trajectory
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segments) and to ensure that the data object candidates are processed in proper order. PNN-CT was run with and without the upper/lower bound. When
the upper/lower bound was not in use, the bi-direction network expansion of
PNN was applied instead. In Figure 12, it is clear that the performance is
accelerated by 2-4 times with the help of our bounds, and the effect is more
obvious in large data-set as shown in Figure 12(a) 12(c) 12(e).
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4.5 Effect of Combination Strategy
We also tested the effect of combination strategy (Section 3.3) on the performance of PNN-CT. A suitable combination strategy can avoid a huge amount
of repeated computation and improve the performance notably. We run PNNCT with and without the combination strategy. When the combination strategy was not in use, all possible sub-path combinations was tested to reconstruct
possible paths, and PNNs of all possible paths were found. In Figure 12, among
all six sub-figures, it is easy to find that without the sub-paths combination
strategy, the corresponding CPU-times increase dramatically. By contrast, the
CPU-time of PNN-CT only increases slightly.

5 Related Work
Path Nearest Neighbor (PNN):
The concept of Path Nearest Neighbor is first proposed as In-route Nearest
Neighbor (IRNN) [26, 36], which is designed for users that drive along a fixed
path routinely. As this kind of drivers would like to follow their preferred
routes, IRNN queries are proposed for finding the nearest neighbor with the
minimum detour distance from the fixed route, based on the assumption that
a commuter will return to the route after visiting to the nearest facility (e.g.,
petrol station) and will continue the journey along the previous route. Recently, k-PNN proposed by Chen et al. in [8] is an extension of the IRNN
query. k-PNN can monitor the k nearest neighbors efficiently to a continuously changing shortest path, and the user only needs to input the destination
rather than exactly the whole query path. The models of IRNN and k-PNN
are both based on the same assumption that the user prefer to follow their
previous route with the minimal detour distance. In IRNN query and PNN
query, solutions based on R-tree and network expansion are adopted respectively.
Moving Object Prediction Models:
Generally, moving object prediction models can be classified into two categories: linear prediction models [30,21,14, 25, 31, 17] and non-linear prediction
models [28, 1, 15, 23, 5, 29, 11]. Linear prediction models assume that the moving
object follows linear movements, and introduce little computation and storage
−
overhead. Given an object’s location s1 at time t1 and its speed →
v , the linear
models estimate the object’s future location at time t2 by using the formula
−
−
s2 = s1 + →
v × (t2 − t1 ), where s1 , s2 and →
v are 2 − dimensional vectors. On
the other hand, non-linear prediction models consider not only linear but also
non-linear motions of moving objects. Compared with linear models, they can
produce more accurate prediction results but incur additional computation
over head and storage cost. Most of non-linear models are based on the historic position data of moving objects. For example, Recursive Motion Function
[28] formulates an object’s location based on its locations at the h most recent
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time-stamps. In Hybrid Prediction Model [15], a pattern tree is maintained to
describe the historic moving patterns of the corresponding moving object.
Trajectory Compression:
Trajectory compression is a widely used technology in spatial databases. Compared with original trajectory data, compressed trajectories have clear advantages in data processing, transmitting, storing, etc. [20]. Ideally, a trajectory
compression approach can notably reduce (i) the computation/ communication load of clients (GPS-enabled mobile devices) and (ii) the storage cost of
servers. Despite the bulk of trajectory compression literature [10, 19, 4, 3, 16, 7],
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no solution fulfills both requirements, except the linear prediction model based
trajectory compression [30, 21, 14, 25, 31, 17]. Traditional compression methods, including Douglas-Peucker Algorithm [10], Modified Douglas-Peucker [19]
and Bellman’s Algorithm [4, 3, 16], require the access to complete trajectory
data. Although they can achieve high compression ratios, on the client-side,
every point should be recorded and uploaded, which incurs intolerable computation/ communication load. On the other hand, in linear prediction model
based trajectory compression, it is not necessary to record and upload each
point in the trajectory unless it breaches the constraint set by the prediction
model. On the server-side, since the whole trajectory is compressed into a set
of sample points, the pressure of storage is reduced notably. Note that the
non-linear prediction models [28, 1, 15, 23, 5, 29, 11] are not suitable for the trajectory compression. Compared with linear models, they can produce more
accurate prediction results but incur additional computation load and storage cost. For example, Recursive Motion Function [28] and Hybrid Prediction
Model [15] are two typical non-linear prediction models. To describe the movement of the moving object, a matrix and a pattern tree need to be maintained
respectively. In most cases, the space required by the additional information
offsets the space saved by compression. In addition, the extra information is
problem specific and can hardly be shared among different trajectories. In the
meantime, the non-linear prediction models may demand even higher computation effort than simply sampling every point in the trajectory.
6 Conclusion
Trajectory compression is widely used in spatial databases as it can notably
reduce (i) the computation/communication load of clients (GPS-enabled mobile devices) and (ii) the storage cost of servers. Compared with original trajectories, compressed trajectories have strong advantages in data processing,
transmitting, storing, etc. In this work, we investigated a novel PNN-CT query
to find the path nearest neighbor based on compressed trajectories. This query
can bring significant benefits to users in many popular applications such as
trip planning. To address the PNN-CT query effectively and efficiently, we
proposed a novel two-phase solution. The efficiency study revealed that the
candidate sets created are tight and the complexity analysis showed that our
solution has strong advantages over the existing methods. The efficiency of
PNN-CT query processing was verified by extensive experiments based on
real and synthetic trajectory data in road networks.
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